The Gilmore Music Library's special collections naturally contain an abundance of materials from Yale faculty, students, and alumni, and such items have appeared in many of our other exhibits. But in *Musical Roots of the Elm City*, we focus instead on local music and musicians with little or no connection to Yale. The exhibit features a wide variety of items from the 18th, 19th, and 20th centuries, including sheet music, concert programs, and sound recordings, and it encompasses classical, military, jazz, popular, and film music.

*Musical Roots of the Elm City* is on display now through January 10th, 2018, in the corridor directly outside the entrance to the Music Library. It’s also available [online](http://exhibits.library.yale.edu/exhibits/show/elm) [1]. More information can be found [here](https://goo.gl/Yfy7BV) [2].